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Abstract
Seafloor digital imagery and bathymetric data are used to evaluate the volcanic
characteristics of the 85°E segment of the ultraslow spreading Gakkel Ridge (9 mm yr-1).
Imagery reveals that ridges and volcanic cones in the axial valley are covered by
numerous, small-volume lava flows, including a few flows fresh enough to have
potentially erupted during the 1999 seismic swarm at the site. The morphology and
distribution of volcaniclastic deposits observed on the seafloor at depths of ~3800 m,
greater than the critical point for steam generation, are consistent with having formed by
explosive discharge of magma and CO2 from source vents.
Microearthquakes recorded on a 200 m aperture seismometer network deployed on the
Trans-Atlantic Geotraverse active mound, a seafloor massive sulfide on the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge at 26°N, are used to image subsurface processes at the hydrothermal system. Over
nine-months, 32,078 local microearthquakes (ML = -1) with single-phase arrivals cluster
on the southwest flank of the deposit at depths <125 m. Microearthquakes characteristics
are consistent with reaction-driven cracking driven by anhydrite deposition in the shallow
secondary circulation system. Exit fluid temperatures recorded at diffuse vents on the
mound during the microearthquake study are used to explore linkages between seismicity
and venting.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The mid-ocean ridges, the Earth’s longest system of mountains, mark the limbs of rising
convection cells in the mantle, where rigid tectonic plates move apart and new seafloor
material rises to fill the vacant space. The generation of new plate material (i.e. oceanic
lithosphere) occurs by seafloor spreading along the active mid-ocean ridges. Oceanic
crust is formed by the intrusion of basaltic magma from below, and contact with seawater
convection of seawater through the crust provides an efficient cooling mechanism.
Convection of the seawater through the crust can result in hydrothermal venting, where
hot hydrothermal fluids are formed through interactions of seawater with oceanic crust,
modifying the composition of the crust, affecting ocean chemistry, building metal-rich
deposits, and providing energy for deep sea biological communities. Both volcanism and
hydrothermal circulation transfer mass and energy from the crust and mantle to the
oceans. Volcanic processes at mid-ocean ridges (MORs) generate the oceanic crust
comprising more than 60% of the Earth’s solid surface. Hydrothermal circulation through
permeable crust, driven by heat [Lister, 1972; Strens and Cann, 1986], contributes to
transport of heat from the lithosphere to the oceans, which is estimated to account for
30% of the predicted global oceanic heat flux and almost 25% of the total heat flux of the
Earth [Sclater et al., 1980; Stein and Stein, 1994].
Spreading rates along the global MOR system range from ultrafast (>160 mm kyr-1 full
rate) to ultraslow (<12 mm kyr-1). Plate spreading rate is perhaps the dominant parameter
controlling crustal accretion and volcanic processes at MORs, with faster spreading
ridges exhibiting a higher magma supply rate and a hotter thermal structure compared to
slower spreading ridges [Macdonald et al., 1982; Smith and Cann, 1993; Perfit and
Chadwick, 1998; Edwards et al., 2001; Sinton et al., 2002; Cann and Smith, 2005;
Cochran, 2008; Searle et al., 2010]. Fast-spreading ridges experience frequent (order 10100 yrs), small-volume volcanic eruptions on narrow neovolcanic zones along axis,
believed to reflect a high, continuous magma supply rate to the ridge [e.g., Macdonald et
al., 1982; Perfit and Chadwick, 1998; Sinton et al., 2002]. The resulting ridge
9

morphology is an axial high with a narrow graben along the ridge crest [Small, 1994;
Fornari et al., 2004; Soule et al., 2009]. At slow-spreading ridges, the dominant
morphologic feature is a rift valley, believed to reflect lower and intermittent magma
supply rates and increased tectonism [Langmuir et al., 1992; Rubin and Sinton, 2007;
Behn and Ito, 2008]. Volcanic eruptions at slow spreading ridges are thought to be
infrequent (order 1000-10,000 yrs) and produce discrete point-source volcanic
constructions across the rift valley floor [Smith and Cann, 1993; Edwards et al., 2001;
Cann and Smith, 2005; Cochran et al, 2008; Searle et al., 2010].
Melting models of MORs predict a dramatic decrease in magma production and crustal
thickness with decrease in spreading rate [Reid and Jackson, 1981; Bown and White,
1994]. Based on sparse observations it has also been suggested that eruption volume
should vary inversely with spreading rate with the largest eruption volumes at ultraslow
spreading ridges [Perfit and Chadwick, 1998; Sinton et al., 2002]. Sinton et al. [2002]
hypothesize that because ephemeral magma chambers at ultraslow spreading ridges lie
beneath thicker, stronger lithospheric lids, they require larger pressures for eruption,
leading to longer repose intervals and larger volume eruptions (~10-100 km3). The
Gakkel Ridge figures prominently in this model as an end-member in terms of spreading
rate and eruption volume, and the hydrothermally and volcanically active 85°E segment
is particularly well-suited to serve as a study site for observing recent volcanism at
ultraslow spreading rates.
Melting models of MORs also predict that a decrease in crustal magma storage with
decrease in spreading rate should result in a corresponding decrease in hydrothermal
activity [Baker, et al., 1994]. Although a compilation of observations at ridge segments
of different spreading rates shows a robust linear trend between spreading rate and spatial
frequency of hydrothermal venting [Baker et al., 2004], investigations of vent fields
along fast-, medium and slow-spreading ridges have shown that the largest hydrothermal
deposits tend to be found on slower-spreading ridges [Hannington et al., 1995; Tivey,
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2007]. Seafloor massive sulfide deposits found at slow-spreading ridges, like the TAG
active mound on the MAR, are the modern equivalents of ancient ophiolite-hosted ore
deposits, such as those mined for copper and gold in Cyprus, Oman, and Newfoundland
[Humphris et al., 1995; Hannington et al., 1998; Humphris and Cann, 2000]. Many
questions remain in our understanding of the factors that control focused hydrothermal
venting and deposit-building on the seafloor [c.f. German and Von Damm, 2004;
Hannington et al., 2005], but at many Atlantic vent fields, including the TAG
hydrothermal field, large hydrothermal deposits are associated with detachment faults
[deMartin et al., 2007], suggesting that detachment faults commonly act as channels for
focusing of primary hydrothermal circulation at slow-spreading ridges [McCaig et al.,
2007]. Genesis of a seafloor massive sulfide deposit requires a magma supply, which is
thought to control detachment fault formation [Behn and Ito, 2008], a primary system of
hydrothermal circulation that extracts heat from the source, and a secondary circulation
system that entrains seawater to cool the shallow deposit and fuel mineral precipitation
[Sleep, 1991; Tivey et al., 1995; Lowell and Yao, 2002; Lowell et al., 2003].
The purpose of this thesis is to better understand volcanic and hydrothermal processes in
two particular mid-ocean ridge settings: the ultraslow-spreading Gakkel Ridge at 85°E in
the Arctic Ocean and the TAG active mound in the TAG hydrothermal field on the slowspreading Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 26°08’N. The work presented in this thesis was
designed to:
a) identify and determine volcanic characteristics of the ultraslow-spreading Gakkel
Ridge at 85°E on the scale of individual eruptive products (Chapter 2),
b) describe the microearthquake activity local to the TAG active mound seafloor
massive sulfide deposit (Chapter 3),
c) better understand from microearthquake observations, the processes of secondary
fluid circulation and mineral precipitation within the hydrothermal system
(Chapter 3),
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d) assess the relationship between local and regional seismicity and exit fluid
venting temperatures at the TAG active mound (Chapter 4).

1.1 Gakkel Ridge, 85°E segment
The Gakkel Ridge is among the slowest-spreading sections of the global MOR system.
The Gakkel Ridge and the Southwest Indian Ridge fall within a unique classification of
ridges termed “ultraslow spreading,” which are characterized by alternating magmatic
and amagmatic segments, and a lack of transform faulting [Cannat et al., 2003; Dick et
al., 2003]. Limited seafloor mapping studies have been conducted at ultraslow spreading
ridges [e.g., Dick et al., 2003; Standish et al., 2008; Michael et al., 2003; Edwards et al.,
2003] and even fewer with observations at the scale of individual eruptions owing to the
logistical and technical challenges associated with working in the rough seas of the
Southern Ocean (i.e., Southwest Indian Ridge) and under the perennial ice pack of the
Arctic Ocean (i.e., Gakkel Ridge), where a large fraction of ultraslow spreading ridges
occur. The 1800 km-long Gakkel Ridge extends from near Greenland (12.8 mm yr-1 full
rate) across the Eastern Arctic Basin to near the Siberian margin (6.5 mm yr-1 full rate)
[Vogt et al., 1979; DeMets et al., 1994; Sella et al., 2002]. For comparison, the ultraslowspreading Southwest Indian Ridge spreads at rates from 12 to 16 mm yr-1, although
obliquely spreading segments may experience effective spreading rates below 8 mm yr-1
[DeMets et al., 1994; Dick et al., 2003].
In 1999 the Global Seismic Network detected the largest MOR earthquake swarm in
recorded history at 85°E [Müller and Jokat, 2000]. Earthquake magnitudes ranged from
3.2 to 5.8 and some events had non-double couple focal mechanisms similar to those of
known volcanic events [Korger and Schlindwein, 2011]. The swarm lasted > 7 months.
The SCICEX expedition of the Gakkel Ridge followed the detected seismicity with a
sidescan sonar survey and imaged a large region of high backscatter intensity interpreted
as unsedimented lava flows [Edwards et al., 2001]. The 2001 AMORE expedition
returned to the study area to conduct dredging and water column surveys. The most
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vigorous hydrothermal venting detected along the ridge was found in the same location
(85°E) where a 1400 m thick megaplume was observed [Edmonds et al., 2003].
Seismoacousitic arrays recorded numerous microearthquakes (average magnitude =
-0.33) during the 2001 AMORE study that are proposed to have been magmatic in origin
[Schlindwein et al., 2007; Schlindwein and Riedel, 2010]. From this evidence, it was
hypothesized that the 85°E segment is a hydrothermally and volcanically active area that
experienced eruption in 1999.
In Chapter 2, we use samples and images acquired from the site with a purpose-built
camera and sampling system (CAMPER) during the AGAVE expedition in 2007 to
constrain the modes of volcanic accretion at this remote site, including what appears to be
ubiquitous explosive activity during the 1999 earthquake swarm. Imagery revealed that
major portions of the axial valley are blanketed with volcaniclastic deposits interpreted to
result from magma fragmentation during explosive eruptions [Sohn et al., 2008]. We
expand on evidence for magmatically-driven explosive eruptions by using the complete
suite of dive images to constrain volcanic processes at the scale of individual lava flows.
Pyroclastic eruption in the deep ocean is a topic of controversy because mid-ocean ridge
eruptions are generally dominated by effusive eruptions of basalt with low volatile
contents. External water is thought to be unable to drive explosive eruptions, especially at
these depths due to the lack of boiling. However explosive volcanic deposits have been
documented at similarly deep oceanic spreading centers [Clague et al., 2003, 2009] and
mechanisms for submarine explosive eruptions have been evaluated in a variety of arc,
near-arc, and ocean island settings [Wright, 1994; Clague et al., 2000, 2003, 2009;
Chadwick et al., 2008; Schipper et al., 2010; Deardorff et al., 2011; Helo, et al., 2011;
Resing et al., 2011]. Our dive imagery demonstrates that the seafloor in this area is
covered by small lava flows and volcaniclastic deposits within the large high-backscatter
region [Edwards et al., 2003]. We use our dive images to develop a new model for
volcanic processes at the 85°E segment, and discuss the implications of this model for
ultraslow spreading volcanic processes, in general.
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In the future, characterizing the individual lava flows and potential products of
pyroclastic eruption will help to answer remaining questions about volcanic processes on
deep and ultraslow spreading ridges, such as:
a) How are volcaniclastic materials formed and dispersed during deep-sea eruptions?
b) How are magmatic volatiles sequestered and/or how is magma fragmented?
c) How are effusive and explosive eruptions related?
d) How robust is the relationship between eruption volume and spreading rate?
These questions could potentially be answered by more direct observations of the
seafloor on deep ridges. Identifying the boundaries/extent of an individual volcaniclastic
eruption product, in particular, may add needed information on the formation and
dispersal of clasts.

1.2 The TAG active mound, Mid-Atlantic Ridge (26°08’N)
The Trans-Atlantic Geotraverse (TAG) segment on the slow spreading Mid-Atlantic
Ridge at 26°08’N (half-spreading rates of 13 mm year-1 to the east and 11 mm year-1 to
the west) [McGregor and Rona, 1975; McGregor et al., 1977] hosts one of the largest
known and best studied hydrothermal systems on the seafloor (e.g., Scott et al., 1974a,
1974b; Rona et al., 1975, 1986; Campbell et al., 1988; Karson and Rona, 1990; Herzig et
al., 1998, etc.) The TAG active mound, a seafloor massive sulfide located on the
extensional hanging wall of a detachment fault at 3670 m depth [Tivey et al., 2003;
deMartin et al., 2007], has been the subject of numerous multidisciplinary studies,
including segment- and mound-scale multibeam bathymetry and side-scan sonar
[Humphris and Kleinrock, 1996; Kleinrock and Humphris, 1996; White et al., 1998;
Humphris and Cann, 2000]; geophysical surveys [Evans, 1996; Tivey et al., 2003;
Canales et al., 2007; deMartin et al., 2007]; and investigations of rocks and vent fluids
from the TAG active mound [Humphris et al., 1995; Tivey et al., 1995; Sohn et al.,
2007a,b].
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Microearthquake, magnetic, and seismic refraction studies on the ridge detected a zone of
demagnetization and low-velocity attributed to the extensional environment of a ~5 km
long shallow dipping (20°) dome-shaped detachment fault [Tivey et al., 2003; Canales et
al., 2007; deMartin et al., 2007] hosting the TAG hydrothermal field, a zone of lowtemperature alteration and three zones of high-temperature alteration with an assemblage
of active and relict hydrothermal mounds up to 50,000 years old [Thompson et al., 1985;
Lalou et al., 1990; Rona et al., 1993a,b]. The seismogenic zone of the detachment fault
extends to 7-8 km below the seafloor and may serve as a pathway for deep hydrothermal
fluid circulation that fuels high temperature venting at the active TAG mound [deMartin
et al., 2007]. High temperature activity is currently focused at the TAG active mound,
one of at least four large hydrothermal deposits in the field [White et al., 1998].
The TAG active mound is a 200 m diameter, 50 m tall massive sulfide deposit that
discharges focused hydrothermal fluids in excess of 360°C from a Black Smoker
Complex (B.S.C.) of sulfide chimneys at the top of the mound and diffuse, lower
temperature fluids from many orifices on the mound surface [Campbell et al., 1988;
Humphris et al., 1995; Tivey et al., 1995]. Within and beneath the active mound, buoyant
high temperature fluids are focused in an ~80 m wide upflow zone to the Black Smoker
Complex [Honnorez et al., 1998]. Relatively cooler fluids derived from entrained
seawater that is conductively heated and mixed with black smoker fluids are diffusely
vented across the mound. Time scales of flow reversals in exit fluid temperature data and
measurements of low conductive heat flow are indicative of seawater entrainment into the
mound surface, and occur on complex episodic and periodic time scales [Becker et al.,
1996; Sohn, 2007a,b].
In spite of the large body of knowledge on the TAG active mound, some key aspects of
the hydrothermal system remain unclear. In particular, relatively little is known about the
physical extent and geometry of hydraulic pathways and subsurface fluid flow. Defining
the zone of secondary recharge is important to understanding where mineral deposition,
15

especially that of anhydrite, occurs within the mound. There is strong evidence from the
TAG active mound subsurface that faulting is necessary to maintain shallow hydraulic
pathways, and studies on fast spreading mid-ocean ridge systems have shown a direct
correlation between fluid flow and local seismicity [Sohn et al., 1998; Johnson et al.,
2000; Davis et al., 2004].
In Chapter 3, we investigate hydraulic phenomenon by deploying a dense small aperture
array of ocean bottom seismometers in a ring on the periphery of the TAG active mound
seafloor massive sulfide. We detected 32,078 microearthquakes in a 9-month
deployment. We model the microearthquakes as reaction-driven fracturing events in
response to the deposition of anhydrite in the secondary circulation system, and use this
model to constrain the rate and subsurface location of anhydrite deposition at the active
mound.
In Chapter 4, we use statistical methods to assess the impact of local and regional
microearthquake activity on exit-fluid temperatures at the TAG active mound. Regional
microearthquakes occur on the detachment fault hosting the TAG hydrothermal field, as
well as antithetic normal faults. Local microearthquakes described in Chapter 3, are
located in the shallow subsurface (<125 mbsf) directly on the periphery of the TAG
active mound, and are thought to be intrinsic to hydrothermal processes. Comparison of
microearthquake catalogs with concurrent exit fluid temperature venting records allows
us to look for feedbacks that suggest that microearthquake activity affects subsurface
permeability and reflects the maintenance of hydraulic pathyways in the hydrothermal
system. Results of initial tests suggest that more refined methods may be successful in
defining spatial and temporal relationships between subsurface cracking and hydraulic
pathways to surface vents.
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In the future, characterizing the precise spatial distribution of subsurface mineralization
and the secondary recharge zone on hydrothermal mounds will help to answer several
remaining questions about their behavior, such as:
a) How does the subsurface permeability of a seafloor massive sulfide change in
time?
b) How broad is the source and depth of seawater entrainment, that triggers a great
deal of mineral precipitation, especially that of anhydrite, in the mound?
These questions could potentially be answered by using a more dense, small aperture
deployment of seismometers on seafloor hydrothermal systems. Currently few
submarine studies of hydrothermal systems exist. Understanding permeability and zones
of mineral deposition and recharge are also important to those interested in the subsurface
biosphere and thermal structure of the mound.
Examined as a whole, this thesis attempts to contribute to the growing body of work on
slow- and ultraslow-spreading mid-ocean ridges and the vast wealth of knowledge and
expertise on the TAG active mound and lesser-studied seafloor massive deposits. This
progress towards characterizing the volcanic structure of the remote Gakkel Ridge, the
ultraslow-spreading end member of our global mid-ocean ridge system, sheds light on
many questions about deep-sea explosive volcanism. Studies at the TAG active mound
make progress towards the geophysical imaging of sulfide deposits and a better
understanding of the short-term hydrothermal processes necessary to build and maintain
seafloor massive sulfide deposits.
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Chapter 2: Effusive and explosive volcanism on the ultraslow-spreading
Gakkel Ridge, 85°E*
Abstract
We use high-definition seafloor digital imagery and multi-beam bathymetric data
acquired during the 2007 Arctic Gakkel Vents Expedition (AGAVE) to evaluate the
volcanic characteristics of the 85°E segment of the ultraslow spreading Gakkel Ridge (9
mm yr-1 full rate). Our seafloor imagery reveals that the axial valley is covered by
numerous, small-volume (order ~1000 m3) lava flows displaying a range of ages and
morphologies as well as unconsolidated volcaniclastic deposits with thicknesses up to 10
cm. The valley floor contains two prominent volcanic lineaments made up of axisparallel ridges and small, cratered volcanic cones. The lava flows appear to have erupted
from a number of distinct source vents within the ~12-15 km-wide axial valley. Only a
few of these flows are fresh enough to have potentially erupted during the 1999 seismic
swarm at this site, and these are associated with the Oden and Loke volcanic cones. We
model the widespread volcaniclastic deposits we observed on the seafloor as having been
generated by the explosive discharge of CO2 that accumulated in (possibly deep) crustal
melt reservoirs. The energy released during explosive discharge, combined with the
buoyant rise of hot fluid, lofted fragmented clasts of rapidly cooling magma into the
water column, and they subsequently settled onto the seafloor as fall deposits surrounding
the source vent.
____________________________
* Reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union. Published as: Pontbriand,
C. W., S. A. Soule, R. A. Sohn, S. E. Humphris, C. Kunz, H. Singh, K. Nakamura, M.
Jakobsson, and T. Shank (2012), Effusive and explosive volcanism on the ultraslowspreading Gakkel Ridge, 85°E, Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems, 13(10), 1-22,
doi: 10.1029/2012GC004187. Copyright 2012 American Geophysical Union.
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Chapter 3: Reaction-driven microearthquakes at the Trans-Atlantic
Geotraverse (TAG) active mound, Mid-Atlantic Ridge, 26°08’N

Abstract
A 9-month deployment of five ocean bottom seismometers (OBS) on the periphery of the
Trans-Atlantic Geotraverse (TAG) active mound detected 32,078 very small, local
microearthquakes (average ML = -0.95) on at least four instruments from June 2003 to
February 2004. Events occurred at a constant rate of up to ~243 events per day for
several months prior to an instrument failure and are characterized by durations of <1
second and single-phase P-wave arrivals (i.e., no S-arrivals). Accurate locations were
determined for 6,207 of the earthquakes, with hypocenters clustered on the south and
west flanks of the deposit at depths of < 125 m below the seafloor. The characteristics of
the microearthquakes and their location within the horizon of mineral deposition
observed in drill cores are consistent with a ‘frost heave’ fracturing mechanism driven by
anhydrite deposition in the shallow secondary recharge circulation system of the TAG
active mound.
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1. Introduction
Seafloor massive sulfide deposits are the modern equivalents of ancient ophiolite-hosted
ore deposits, such as those mined for copper and gold in Cyprus, Oman, and
Newfoundland [Humphris et al., 1995; Hannington et al., 1998]. They were first
recognized during explorations of deep-sea hydrothermal vent systems, where
interactions between seawater and oceanic crust build massive sulfide deposits on the
seafloor [Scott et al., 1974a, Scott et al., 1974b; Rona et al., 1975; Rona et al., 1986;
Campbell et al., 1988; Karson and Rona, 1990; Herzig et al., 1998]. The TAG
hydrothermal field on the seafloor of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 26°N (spreading rates 13
mm year-1 to the east and 11 mm year-1 to the west) [McGregor and Rona, 1975;
McGregor et al., 1977] consists of a zone of low-temperature deposits and alteration and
three zones of high-temperature deposits and alteration spanning ages up to 100,000
years old [Rona et al., 1975, 1986, 1993; Thompson et al., 1985; Karson and Rona,
1990].
Genesis of seafloor massive sulfide deposit requires a heat source, and sometimes
includes a secondary recharge system of seawater entrainment, a primary system of
hydrothermal circulation, and chemical reaction with host rock. The TAG hydrothermal
field sits in the extensional environment of a ~5 km long shallow dipping (20°) domeshaped detachment fault [Tivey et al., 1993; Canales et al., 2007; deMartin et al., 2007]
(Figure 1A). The detachment fault hanging wall is characterized by intersecting faults
and fissures thought to structurally control the focusing of hydrothermal activity to the
seafloor [Zonenshain et al., 1989; Rona,1990; Karson and Rona, 1990; Kleinrock and
Humphris, 1996]. The seismogenic zone of the detachment fault extends to 7-8 km below
the seafloor and may serve as a pathway for primary hydrothermal fluid circulation that
fuels current high temperature venting [deMartin et al., 2007]. High temperature activity
is currently focused at the TAG active mound, one of at least four large hydrothermal
deposits in the field [White et al., 1998].
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Investigations of the TAG active mound have revealed a zoned subsurface stratigraphy
resulting from low and high-temperature reactions and an abundance of anhydrite within
the deposit built by complex interactions between hydrothermal fluid, entrained seawater,
and stockwork [Herzig et al., 1998]. Conceptually, the mound is built both by a focused
primary fluid circulation system and by a secondary circulation system of conductively or
convectively heated seawater, which is entrained into the deposit [c.f. Humphris and
Tivey, 2000]. The mound has developed as a breccia pile through periods of venting
activity and quiescence over at least 20,000 years [Rona, 1974; Lalou et al., 1990], and
exhibits complex short-term episodic and periodic behaviors of venting [Sohn, 2007a,b].
In spite of the large body of knowledge on the TAG active mound, some key aspects of
the hydrothermal system remain unclear. In particular, relatively little is know about the
physical extent and geometry of hydraulic pathways and subsurface fluid flow. Defining
the zone of secondary recharge is important for understanding where mineral deposition,
especially that of anhydrite, occurs within the mound and the rate at which deposition
occurs.
Hydrothermal activity intrinsically generates many microearthquakes [e.g., Kieffer, 1984;
Ross et al., 1996; Bianco et al., 2004; Foulger et al., 2004, etc.]. Studies of hydrothermal
systems have been done on land, but due to the difficulty of submarine observation, most
oceanic microearthquake experiments have been on the scale of volcanic centers or ridge
segments. Marine studies on fast spreading mid-ocean ridge systems have shown a direct
correlation between fluid flow and local seismicity [Sohn et al., 1998; Johnson et al.,
2000; Davis et al., 2004], however most studies represent feedbacks between tectonic
faulting and venting. We know that changes in the flow within the subsurface at the
TAG active mound are manifest at its surface by changes in its morphology and in the
distribution of venting on very short time scales [Kleinrock and Humphris, 1996; Sohn,
2007a,b]. This is the first time that a seismic network small enough to detect and locate
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microearthquakes intrinsic to hydrothermal processes has been deployed at a seafloor
massive sulfide deposit.
Analysis of small microearthquakes intrinsic to hydrothermal processes in the shallow
crust requires a dense on-bottom seismic array with short inter-element spacings, in this
case of 98 m to 203 m. To investigate hydraulic phenomenon, we deployed a dense small
aperture array of OBSs in a ring on the periphery of the TAG active mound. We detected
32,078 microearthquakes in a 9-month deployment, and located 6,207 events with
standard errors of 20 ms or less. The microearthquake hypocenters collapse on the
southern and western extents of the sulfide deposit in the top 125 m of crust. We use our
results to investigate natural hydraulic fracturing processes and the maintenance of fluid
pathways beneath the active hydrothermal system.

2. The TAG Active Mound
The TAG active mound is located within the rift valley, approximately 3 km west of the
detachment fault termination and 2.4 km east of the ridge axis [Tivey et al., 2003]. Within
the hanging wall block, orientations of ~40% of fissures deviate significantly ( > 45°)
from those predicted by the regional tectonic stress field, and small extensional fissures
(several tens of meters in length and 0.7 m wide on average) crosscut 100,000-year-old
crust (Figure 2B) [Kleinrock and Humphris, 1996; Bohnensteihl and Kleinrock, 2000].
First order estimates indicate that these fissures are restricted to < 500 m depth with a
mean value of 70 m [Bohnenstiehl and Kleinrock, 2000]. These results indicate that the
deposit is hosted on a highly permeable crustal block with a stress field that has been
modified by the detachment faulting process.
The TAG active mound is a ~200 m diameter, ~50 m tall massive sulfide deposit that
discharges hydrothermal fluids in excess of 360°C with a total heat flux of ~1 GW [Rona,
1984, Wichers, 2005]. On the basis of geochronological studies, high temperature venting
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at the TAG active mound is thought to have begun 20,000 - 50,000 years ago, with
renewed pulses of activity every 5,000-6,000 years. These studies suggest that the most
recent pulse of activity began ~90 years ago [Lalou et al., 1990, 1993, 1998; You and
Bickle, 1998]. The active mound is believed to experience periods of quiescence during
which anhydrite dissolves in response to cooling temperatures, leading to mass wasting
and extensive reworking of the sulfides [Lalou et al., 1990; Humphris and Cann, 2000].
High-temperature fluid discharge is focused in an ~80 m wide upflow zone to the Black
Smoker Complex (BSC), which constitutes a set of sulfide chimneys at the top of the
mound [Honnorez et al., 1998]. Lower temperature fluids, presumably resulting from
mixing of high-temperature fluids with cold seawater, discharge from a multitude of
locations on the mound [Campbell et al., 1988; Edmond et al., 1995; Humphris et al.,
1995; Tivey et al., 1995; Edmonds et al., 1998]. Exit-fluid temperature time-series data
acquired from the active mound demonstrate that discharge and flow reversals in exit
fluid temperature data, indicative of seawater entrainment into the mound surface, occur
on complex episodic and periodic time scales [Sohn, 2007a,b].

3. Experiment
An ocean bottom seismometer (OBS) network was deployed at the TAG hydrothermal
field from June, 2003 to February, 2004 as part of the Seismicity and Fluid Flow of the
TAG Hydrothermal Mound (STAG) Experiment (Figure 2A). The OBS network
consisted of three rings of instruments centered on the active hydrothermal mound with
apertures of 200 m, 2 km, and 8 km. Here we report results from the smallest aperture
sub-network, which was deployed around the periphery of the TAG active mound in an
attempt to record very small microearthquakes associated with fluid flow in the deposit
(Figure 2A). The sub-network consisted of five WHOI D2 OBSs, which are fourcomponent (3 geophone + 1 hydrophone channel), short-period (4.5 Hz natural
frequency) instruments. The seismometers recorded continuous data at 100 Hz for the
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nine-month duration of the deployment, except for STIR-12, which failed 77 days into
the study for unknown reasons. The instruments were deployed by wire (rather than freefall) from the R/V Knorr, and were positioned around the perimeter of the active mound
using long baseline navigation techniques. This was the first deployment of a smallaperture (inter-element spacings of 98 - 203 m) OBS network on a deep-sea hydrothermal
field.

4. Data Analysis
We present analyses for microearthquakes that were detected only on the 200 m aperture
sub-network in order to focus on shallow seismic activity beneath the hydrothermal
mound. The OBS network also detected a large number of local and regional tectonic
events [deMartin et al., 2007], but these events are excluded from our analyses. In
addition, we analyze events that are only detected by at least four instruments on the
small aperture sub-network. We picked arrivals for 32,078 microearthquakes using a
short-term average to long-term average algorithm, and then refined these picks using
spectral methods [e.g. Song et al., 2010]. Linear clock drift corrections were applied to
each station, and these corrections were further refined to account for non-linear clock
drift by cross-correlating long-wavelength (> 500 m) microseism signals [Webb, 1992;
Webb and Crawford, 1999] propagating across the small-aperture sub-network. Finally,
station corrections were applied to each record by subtracting the mean arrival time
residual for all events.
Hypocenters were estimated using a stochastic grid search routine [Sohn et al., 1998]
minimizing root mean square (rms) travel-time residuals between the phase picks and
raytracing predictions over a 1.2 km cubic grid with 40 m node spacing. We used the
average seismic (P-wave) velocity vs depth profile for the TAG region from Canales et
al., [2007] as a starting point for developing a velocity model for the raytracer. Because
the seismic velocities in the shallowmost crust (i.e., extrusive lithologies in seismic layer
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2A) are not well-constrained in the Canales et al., [2007] model we systematically
perturbed the shallow velocities and selected the model that minimized hypocentral errors
for a subset of 1000 randomly selected events. Our final model has a P-wave velocity of
2.5 km s-1 at the seafloor that increases linearly with depth to a velocity of ~4 km s-1 at 1
km below the seafloor, and it is draped over the local bathymetry, including the active
mound [White et al., 1998; Roman and Singh, 2005]. The velocity model does not
account for the different velocity structure of the sulfide deposit in the oceanic crust,
which may add error to hypocenter estimates. Microearthquake moments and local
magnitudes were calculated using standard techniques [e.g., Deichmann, 2006].

5. Results
We located 32,078 events detected during the 9-month OBS deployment. Seismicity rates
during the deployment were essentially constant, although the rate decreased from 243 to
128 microearthquakes per day when STIR-12 failed 77 days into the experiment, and
then decreased again to 97 events per day when whale calls [e.g., McDonald et al., 1995]
in the study area masked signals from the smallest earthquakes (Figure 3). The spacetime microearthquake patterns do not exhibit mainshock-aftershock sequences, swarmlike behavior, nor evidence for migration. The spectrum of the microearthquake catalog
(formed by treating the catalog as a point process, e.g., Brillinger, [1974]) does not
exhibit strong periodicities and is not coherent with concurrently measured deep-sea tide
gauge data (i.e., ocean tides) nor predicted solid earth tides (Figure 4).
Seismic moments for the microearthquakes, estimated from average event spectral levels
between 5 - 50 Hz [Pearson, 1982], fall between 1013-1016 dyne-cm, corresponding to
local magnitudes of -1.4 ≤ 𝑀! ≤0.5, with an average of -0.95 (Figure 5). The total
moment release for these events over the 9-month deployment is 1018.6 dyne-cm, which is
equivalent to a single event with a moment of ~1.7. For comparison, the
microearthquakes associated with detachment faulting and tectonic extension observed at
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the TAG segment over the same time period with the large aperture OBS network had
local magnitudes ranging from 1 ≤ 𝑀! ≤4 [deMartin et al., 2007].

5.1 Microearthquake event characteristics
Microearthquakes are characterized by impulsive, short-period (15-30 Hz), P-wave
arrivals with durations of <1 s (Figure 6). Event spectra contain peaks related to the
frequency content of the source mechanism, as well as peaks at individual stations
corresponding to coupling frequencies. S-arrivals are not generally observed in the data
records, indicating that the events are generated by volume changes rather than shear
failure on a fault surface. The small size of the earthquakes and poor signal-to-noise ratio
makes it difficult to accurately determine the polarity of first arrivals. This, combined
with the small number of stations available for analysis, precludes the estimation of
reliable focal plane solutions for the microearthquakes. Furthermore, many of the events
are demonstrably within the seismic near-field (i.e., less than one wavelength from the
stations), which complicates waveform analysis and interpretation. We cross-correlated
waveforms for 5000 randomly selected events with the next 100 events in time and 100
additional random events from the catalog to investigate waveform similarities that could
be exploited for analytical purposes. We found that less than 1% of the catalog is
correlated above a threshold of r ≥ 0.7, such that it was not possible to use relative
relocation nor stacking methods to refine our hypocentral and arrival polarity estimates.
These results argue against repeating sources, although low signal-to-noise ratios and
near-field propagation effects may also contribute to the lack of waveform similarity.

5.2 Hypocenter locations
We estimated hypocenters for 32,078 events, but roughly half of these estimates have rms
errors >200 ms, and are therefore not suitable for detailed analyses and interpretation.
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This is to be expected considering the small number of stations (4-5 OBSs) available for
analysis and the lack of S-arrivals. Most of the hypocenters, which have four degrees of
freedom (t0, x, y, z), were estimated with four P-wave arrival times, leading to large
uncertainties, particularly for events well outside the network aperture. We addressed this
issue by focusing our analyses on the 6,207 events with hypocenter rms errors < 20 ms
(Figure 7). Hypocenters for these events (Figure 8) have average 1-σ confidence limits of
214 m, 202 m, and 187 m in the north-south, east-west, and vertical directions,
respectively. The most intense activity occurs to the south and west of the active mound
within a narrow depth interval down to ~200 mbsf. The velocity model used in
microearthquake location is a simple one-dimensional velocity model draped over a
three-dimensional grid. Microearthquake hypocenters often fall outside of the network.
It is possible that many waveforms travel paths through the sulfide deposit, which is
likely to have a very different velocity structure than the assumed model. If the different
crustal structure beneath the sulfide deposit, which is a breccia, has lower seismic
velocities, calculated locations of epicenters would locate closer to the hydrothermal
mound than they are shown in Figure 8.
The low number of stations available for analysis combined with the low signal-to-noise
ratio for many events produces considerable scatter in the hypocenters. Relative
relocation methods based on waveform cross-correlation cannot be used to reduce scatter
because of the lack of waveform similarity, but the collapsing method [Jones and
Stewart, 1997] offers an appealing alternative. The collapsing method seeks the simplest
structure that can be fit to the hypocenters by shifting event locations towards the
geometric locus of the 3-dimensional error volumes. In other words, event hypocenters
are moved within a confidence interval in a direction toward the center of mass of the
events within the confidence interval (i.e. error ellipsoid). The only variable in the
method is the significance level of the confidence ellipsoid. Collapsing method does not
suggest that closely-collapsed events have similar source mechanisms or wave paths.
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Before applying the method we divided the events into two separate catalogues
corresponding to before, and after, the failure of STIR-12 so that the results are not
influenced by the change in network geometry that occurred at that time. After applying
the collapsing method, the epicenters delineate a narrow (~ 50 m wide) zone of seismicity
that wraps around the southwest corner of the active mound (Figure 9). Many of the
events cluster in a narrow depth interval at ~125 mbsf, with essentially no activity above
this horizon, and more diffuse activity below. Some north-south striping is evident in
hypocenters to the south of the mound, but this is most likely a result of the north-south
orientation of the error ellipses in this area rather than geologic structure. Comparing the
results of the collapsing method (Figure 9) to a density map of uncollapsed epicenters
(Figure 10), we see that the method simply serves to highlight the densest seismic zone.

6. Discussion
Deploying a small-aperture (~200 m) network of five OBSs around the perimeter of the
TAG active mound allowed us to detect and locate large numbers (~32,000) of very small
(ML ~ -1) microearthquakes within the zone of mineral deposition and/or alteration in the
shallow crust (depth < 200 m). These events are characterized by short-duration (< 1s),
impulsive P-waves with little to no evidence for accompanying S-arrivals, indicating a
non-double-couple (i.e., volume change) as opposed to a shear failure source mechanism.
Flow-induced microearthquakes generated by volume change mechanisms have been
observed in geothermal areas [e.g., Ross et al., 1996; Miller et al., 1998; Foulger et al.,
2004] and hydraulic fracturing experiments [e.g., Aki et al., 1982; Cuenot et al., 2006;
Julian et al., 2007; Šílený et al., 2009], but this is the first time that a network small
enough to detect and locate them has been deployed at a deep-sea hydrothermal field.
The dissimilarity between seismograms from different stations for the same event, despite
the small network aperture, is striking. This is partly attributable to coupling effects - for
example the spectral plots in Figure 6 show that STIR-13 has a coupling resonance at ~15
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Hz – but most of the waveform dissimilarity is likely caused by scattering. Dissimilar
microearthquake waveforms have also been observed on small-aperture networks
deployed at the Old Faithful geyser in Yellowstone National Park [e.g., Kieffer, 1984;
Kedar and Kanamori, 1998], suggesting that hydrothermal systems are associated with a
high degree of structural heterogeneity in the shallow crust. This is consistent with the
deposition of hydrothermal minerals in a complex fracture network, and mound building,
in general, and it suggests that a sufficiently dense seismic network may have the
potential to image these subsurface features.
Certain spectral peaks are observed at all stations for individual events, and these are
likely associated with source processes. For the events shown in Figure 6, for example,
there are common spectral peaks in the 20 – 40 Hz range, and if the source mechanisms
were known it might be possible to use these peaks to constrain the physical properties
and length scales of the source region. Unfortunately we do not have enough information
to conduct this type of analysis with the data from this experiment, but here again we can
see the potential value of deploying a dense seismic network on a deep-sea hydrothermal
field.
Most of the events we located are within, or near the limit of, the seismic near-field of the
network. Seismic wavelengths for the P-arrivals are on the order of 50-150 m, which is
comparable to the hypocentral distance for many events to some seismometers, such that
the far-field assumption implicit in our analyses may not always be valid. Near-field
propagation intertwines with both P and S arrivals, thus contaminating their observed
polarizations [Aki and Richards, 2002; Lokmer and Bean, 2010], and thus could
potentially play a role in the waveform dissimilarity that we observed. The near-field
term decays as 1/r2 to a distance of half the P-wavelength (~25-75 m) from the source and
1/r3 beyond that with distance (r) from the source [Lokmer and Bean, 2010]. Thus nearfield disturbance cannot explain the lack of S-arrivals in our data, because most event
hypocenters lie outside of the network and are more than a wavelength from at least some
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stations in the network. Filtering may be used to suppress near-field effects in
homogeneous media, but in heterogeneous media it can only be accounted for with full 3dimensional modeling or full waveform inversion of the seismic wavefield [Lokmer and
Bean, 2010; Li et al., 2011]. A detailed 3-dimensional seismic velocity model for the
TAG active mound will therefore be required to accurately model the effects of near-field
propagation on the seismograms.

6.1 Potential source mechanisms
Here we assess the compatibility of the observed microearthquakes with potential source
mechanisms to identify plausible seismogenic scenarios. We do not have enough data to
formally constrain the focal mechanisms, but the lack of S-arrivals can be used to rule out
any source mechanism involving shear failure across a fault surface. Thus, although the
hanging wall hosting the active mound is clearly tectonized and extended [e.g., Kleinrock
and Humphris, 1996], tectonic faulting is inconsistent with the data. In addition, we do
not observe any space-time correlation between the events observed at the active
hydrothermal mound with the larger-scale seismicity associated with tectonic extension
on the active detachment fault [deMartin et al., 2007].
Thermal contraction is a process than can generate very small microearthquakes, but it
does not appear to provide a plausible mechanism for our data. Thermal contraction in a
deep-sea hydrothermal system occurs in places where hot rock is being cooled by cold
seawater, and this may generate small microearthquakes [e.g., Sohn et al., 2004].
However, the water-rock reaction zone where hot rock is cooled by hydrothermal fluids
at TAG is somewhere at or below the detachment footwall interface (i.e., depths > 1.5 km
below the seafloor), not in the upper 200 m of crust. The only plausible way to generate
sustained rates of thermal contraction events in the shallow crust is by cooling a
magmatic intrusion. For example, very small (ML ~ -1) microearthquakes with purely Pwave arrivals were observed by seismometers on the Kilauea Iki lava lake as it cooled in
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1976 [Chouet, 1979], and these events bear some resemblance to our data. However, the
presence of a magma body in the shallow crust is precluded by the results of an active
source seismic refraction study conducted during the STAG experiment [Canales et al.,
2007]. We note that heat transfer in the shallow crust is a feature of hydrothermal
circulation models for TAG, both through conductive heating from the ‘pipe’ that focuses
hot fluids and convective mixing between hot hydrothermal fluids and cold pore fluids
[Teagle et al., 1998; Lowell et al., 2003]. This heat transfer, which drives a secondary
circulation system in the shallow crust, does not cool the crust and therefore does not
trigger thermal contraction events.
Hydrothermal processes can generate non-double-couple events [e.g., Ross et al., 1996;
Miller et al., 1998; Foulger et al., 2004], and the dense clustering of activity immediately
beneath the mound is consistent with a hydrothermal mechanism. Three potential source
mechanisms associated with hydrothermal processes have been identified: hydraulic
fracturing, bubbles/vibrating fluids, and reaction-driven cracking. We consider each of
these in turn. Hydraulic fracturing occurs when the fluid pressure somewhere in the
circulation system exceeds the strength of the local host rock. Fluid pressures in the TAG
circulation system are not well-constrained by observations, but the maximum fluid
pressures in a high-temperature deep-sea hydrothermal system are constrained to be less
than or equal to the buoyancy pressure, which is the difference between the pressure at
the base of the recharge and discharge limbs of the convection cell [Cann and Strens,
1989]. The buoyancy pressure (𝛥𝑃) created by a convection cell with a depth of z, downgoing seawater at 2°C and density  𝜌!" , and a discharge limb with hot fluid with
density  𝜌!! at depth z is:
𝛥𝑃 = 𝑔𝑧(𝜌!" − 𝜌!! ) (1)
where g is gravitational acceleration. If we consider a secondary circulation system up to
200 m deep (i.e. the base of the microearthquake seismogenic zone) with 2°C seawater
(𝜌!" = 1028  kg  m!   ) recharging the downgoing limb and 200°C to 400°C fluids with
densities (𝜌!! ) of 874 and 579 kg m-3, respectively, at the base of the discharge limb
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[Bischoff and Rosenbauer, 1985; Seyfried, 1987], buoyancy pressure generated is 0.30 to
0.88 MPa. Assuming that fracturing occurs when buoyancy pressures reach lithostatic,
which is ~43 MPa with overburden at 200 mbsf, it is not feasible to hydrofracture the
host rock with such small buoyancy pressures. We can rule out hydrofracturing as a
seismic source mechanism in the secondary recharge system. In the primary circulation
system where fluids may penetrate along the detachment fault with temperatures of 700900°C and fluid densities of 300-850 kg m-3 [Palliser and McKibbin, 1998; Driesner,
2007], buoyancy pressures generated are 12-50 MPa. Again, buoyancy pressure is much
less than lithostatic pressure (>200 MPa) at these depths, and hydrofracturing is not a
likely source mechanism in the primary circulation system.
Collapsing bubbles and vibrating fluids are potential sources of hydrothermal
microearthquakes and/or noise [Kieffer, 1984; Kedar et al., 1996; Kedar et al., 1998;
Vandeulmeulebrouck et al., 2000], but they are typically observed in subaerial systems
where there are large density changes associated with the phase transition from liquid to
gas [Kieffer and Delany, 1979]. The TAG active mound is located at a depth of 3670 m
where ambient pressures are super-critical (critical pressure in the ocean corresponds to
depths of ~3000 m), and the volume change associated with the transition from a fluid to
a super-critical vapor is ~500 times smaller at these conditions compared to a subaerial
geothermal field [e.g., Driesner, 2007]. In addition, the frequency content of a bubble
collapse event is controlled to first-order by the size (radius) of the bubble, the fluid
density, and the ambient pressure [Rayleigh, 1917]. For idealized Rayleigh collapse at the
ambient pressure of the TAG mound a bubble radius on the order of 10 m would be
required to generate the 20-40 Hz signals we observed, which is clearly unrealistic.
Finally, none of the TAG exit fluid samples acquired/analyzed to-date are saturated in
any dissolved gases (e.g., CO2, H2) [Charlou et al., 1996]. Vibrating fluid mechanics also
generate seismic harmonics that are absent from our microearthquake data. These pieces
of evidence argue strongly against bubble collapse and vibrating fluid mechanisms for the
microearthquakes we observed.
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6.2 Reaction-driven cracking
Reaction-driven cracking of the veins and breccias in response to mineral deposition
appears to be the most plausible source mechanism for the microearthquakes we
observed. The solid volume of the mineral deposit is continually increasing as
hydrothermal minerals are deposited in flow veins, and this process (also known as ‘frost
heave’ and ‘salt weathering’ in the literature) can generate large stresses that fracture the
host matrix [Walder and Hallet, 1985; Scherer, 1999; 2004; Steiger, 2005a,b]. Cores
recovered from the TAG active mound during ODP Leg 158 revealed breccias with an
abundance of anhydrite veins, many of which contain textural evidence for fracturing.
Anhydrite is a retrograde soluble mineral that precipitates from seawater when
temperatures rise above ~150°C through conductive heating or convective mixing with
hydrothermal fluid, and dissolves at cooler temperatures [Edmond et al., 1995; Chiba et
al., 1998; Teagle et al., 1998; Lowell and Yao, 2002]. The anhydrite veins fill complex,
multistage fractures up to 45 cm in width [Humphris et al., 1996], with textures typical of
open-space filling. Individual growth bands reflect sequential precipitation within cavities
and repeated opening of fractures. Some anhydrite veins contain angular clasts of
competent, low-porosity wallrock, indicative of fracturing (Figure 11). In samples with
multiple veins, the host rock is commonly shattered and healed by late anhydrite
[Humphris et al., 1996]. Textures of late anhydrite veining show that cementation and
fracturing is a continual process during hydrothermally active periods. Anhydrite was
recovered on broken clast surfaces and in veins and vugs throughout the stockworks
zone, indicating that seawater penetrates to depths of at least 120 mbsf [Humphris,
Herzig et al., 1996].
The ODP cores thus demonstrate that anhydrite precipitation and fracturing of the basalt
matrix occur concurrently within the depth horizon of our microearthquakes. In the cores
it was not possible to distinguish between a hydraulic vs. reaction-driven cracking
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mechanism, but as we showed earlier hydraulic pressures are not likely to reach
fracturing thresholds in the secondary circulation system where anhydrite is deposited.
Reaction-driven cracking is therefore the most probable fracturing mechanism
accompanying anhydrite deposition, and here we assess the compatibility of this
mechanism with our microearthquake data.
Data from drilled cores show that the anhydrite within the mound precipitated from
mixtures of hydrothermal fluid and seawater heated to >350°C [Mills et al., 1998; Tivey
et al., 1998] in particular the analysis of fluid inclusions, show that anhydrite precipitates
in the secondary circulation system when seawater is conductively heated to 108-383 °C.
Anhydrite precipitates from a fluid flowing through a permeable network (i.e. with
deposition in fractures), which results in expansion of the solid volume filling the
fracture. Volume expansion increases stresses on the fracture surface, and if the stresses
are large enough a cracking event is triggered that opens the fracture and generates elastic
waves (i.e., seismic energy) [e.g., Grossi et al., 1997]. Cracking maintains permeability
and exposes fresh mineral surfaces in the fracture network, most likely anhydrite,
creating a positive feedback with fluid flow and mineral precipitation.
To model the stresses generated by the precipitation of anhydrite at the TAG active
mound we consider mode I tensile cracking of a penny-shaped fracture (Figure 11). We
wish to estimate the fracture size required to generate the ‘average’ microearthquake
observed in our study (ML = -0.95, Mo = 3.7×1014 dyne-cm). Consider a crack opening
under tension in plane so that only the strain component 𝛥𝑒!!   is nonzero (Figure 12A).
The moment density tensor in an isotropic medium is
𝜆𝛥𝑒
𝒎= 0
0

0
𝜆𝛥𝑒
0

0
0
(𝜆 + 2𝜇)𝛥𝑒

(2)

where 𝜆 and 𝜇 are the Lame parameters of the medium (Table 1). The moment tensor is
found by integrating over the source volume, V,
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𝑴 = −𝑉

𝜆𝛥𝑒
0
0

0
𝜆𝛥𝑒
0

0
0
(𝜆 + 2𝜇)𝛥𝑒

(3)

where the source volume is modeled as a cylindrical vein with radius c and length L.
Note that the trace of the tensor is positive because the crack is opened. The scalar
!

moment of the moment tensor is 𝑀! =

𝑀! =

!"#
!

!

𝑴: 𝑴

!/!

, which in this case is:

2𝜆! + 𝜆 + 2𝜇 ! .

(4)

Following the Scholz [2002] model for a penny-shaped crack, the relationship between
stress drop and strain is
𝛥𝜎 =

!!
!"

𝜇𝛥e.

(5)

Thus, solving equation (5) for strain, we substitute the stress-strain relationship into the
scalar moment equation to determine what source volumes are required to generate a
microearthquake typical of those observed at the TAG active mound (i.e. 𝑀! =  3.7×1014
dyne-cm) for a given stress drop. The relationship between earthquake size, fracture size,
and stress drop is given by Eqn (6). In other words, assuming 𝑀! =  3.7×1014 dyne-cm,
we vary stress drop and solve for source volume,

!!

𝑉𝛥𝜎 = 3𝑀! !" 𝜇

2𝜆! + 𝜆 + 2𝜇
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.

(6)

Table 1. Lamé parameters and Young’s moduli derived from seismic velocity and bulk
density measurements of hand core samples of several rock types taken from TAG active
mound subsurface [Ludwig et al., 1998].
Rock Type
Altered basalt

Silicified wallrock breccia
Chloritized basalt breccia
Nodular pyrite-silica
breccia
Pyrite-silica breccia

𝝁 (GPa)

𝝀 (GPa)

E (GPa)

72.90
106.80
40.14

30.42
30.42
33.49
33.49
41.77
44.85
45.74

41.81
44.23
35.67
38.09
22.78
22.89
17.39

78.45
78.86
84.25
84.80
98.27
104.86
104.08

56.31

74.95

44.16

177.68

Depth
(mbsf)
42.9146.67

Core section(s)
158-957
M- 9R-1, 61-63 cm;
10R-1, 39-41 cm;
10R-1, 47-49 cm
E- 8R-1, 10-12 cm
E- 15R-1, 30-32 cm
P- 9R-1, 4-6 cm
P- 12R-2, 67-69 cm

Measured anhydrite veins in ODP cores have a median thickness of L=4 mm [Humphris
et al., 1996, Table 5]. If we assume that veins obey a linear fracture-length relationship,
𝐿 = 𝐶! (2𝑐), where 𝐿 is the thickness or aperture, c is the half-length, and 𝐶! = 1.0×
10!! , a geologically representative aspect ratio [Vermilye and Scholz, 1995] then vein
half-length is 2 m. We model the source volume of the crack (Figure 12B) on dimensions
of anhydrite veins (e.g. a penny-shaped crack 4 mm thick with a 4 m diameter has a
volume of 𝑉 = 𝜋𝑐 ! 𝐿 = 5×10!! m3. There is no preferred orientation observed in vein
dip and dips range from 0° to 90° [Humphris et al., 1996] so we consider confining and
differential pressures at 100 m below the seafloor and 3630 m below the sea surface.
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Table 2. Source volume and stress drop required to generate a -0.95 magnitude
microearthquake by opening a cylindrical crack in different rock types. We see that
results of calculations are similar for the strength parameters of several different rock
types.
Rock Type

Stress
Drop

Altered basalt
Differential
Pressure of
2.6 MPa
Silicified
wallrock
breccia
Chloritized
basalt breccia
Nodular pyritesilica breccia
Pyrite-silica
breccia

Source
Volume (m3)
8.54
8.27
9.74
9.43
12.50

Crack
radius (m)
11.08
10.96
11.57
11.45
12.58

12.73

Stress
Drop

Source
Volume (m3)
0.58
0.56
0.66
0.64
0.84

Crack
radius (m)
4.51
4.46
4.71
4.66
5.12

12.65

0.86

5.15

13.63

12.94

0.92

5.27

12.22

12.23

0.82

5.08

Confining
Pressure
of 39
MPa

Stress drop is perhaps the most difficult source parameter to constrain for any earthquake.
Published values in the literature range from 0.1 and 100 MPa [e.g. Abercrombie and
Leary, 1993; Prejean and Ellsworth, 2001; Imanishi et al., 2004], but large uncertainties
are typical. To cover the parameter space for the TAG active mound we consider three
representative values: 2.6 MPa = the differential pressure between hydrostatic and
lithostatic pressure at a depth of 125 m, 39 MPa = the confining pressure at a depth of
125 m, and 100 MPa = overpressures observed in salt weathering experiments [Steiger,
2005a]. Using these stress drop values we can calculate the size/volume of the associated
fracture required to generate a ML = -0.95 microearthquake (Table 1).
Table 3. Source volume by stress drop required to generate a -0.95 magnitude
microearthquake in altered basalt.
Stress Drop
100 MPa
Confining Pressure 39 MPa
Differential Pressure 2.6 MPa

Source Volume (m3)
0.23
0.58
8.54
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Crack radius (m)
3.30
4.51
11.08

The source volume required to generate an earthquake of a given size varies inversely
with stress drop (Figure 13; Table 3). A stress drop equal to the differential pressure
requires unreasonably large source volumes to generate the microearthquakes we
observe, but stress drops greater than or equal to the confining pressure require
reasonable source volumes of ≤ 0.58 m3. We therefore conclude that reaction-driven
cracking is a plausible source mechanism for the microearthquakes we observed if the
stress drop for individual events is greater than or equal to the confining pressure.

6.3 Implications for Anhydrite Precipitation
If our hypothesis that the microearthquakes we observed are generated by reaction-driven
fracturing in response to anhydrite precipitation in the secondary circulation system is
correct, then we can use our observations to constrain the location and volume of
anhydrite deposited during our experiment. The microearthquakes cluster along two
linear trends that intersect near the southwest corner of the active mound (Figure 9).
These linear trends likely represent fissures. Although the region southwest of the mound
is not adequately covered by the fine-scale microbathymetric map (Figure 2), fissures
imaged in the area by ARGO II cameras and mapped by Bohnenstiehl and Kleinrock
[2000] suggest that the trends may relate to specific surface features. Under our
hypothesis these two linear trends demarcate a zone of focused anhydrite deposition
within the depth interval from 100-200 mbsf. In cross-section we can see that the densest
cluster of microearthquakes is focused in a narrow depth interval at ~125 mbsf, and that
there are essentially no events above this ‘lid’. These patterns imply that recharge for
secondary circulation is focused on two intersecting fissures just southwest of the mound,
and that temperatures greater than 150°C required for anhydrite precipitation are reached
at depths of less than ~125 m.
We can estimate the volume of anhydrite precipitated during our experiment by summing
the volume change associated with each microearthquake that we observed. Because of
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the trade-off between stress drop and source volume in Eq. 6 we constrain the volume
change by considering stress drops between confining pressure (39 MPa) and
crystallization pressures achieved during salt weathering experiments (100 MPa). Under
these two scenarios, a ML = -0.95 (𝑀! =  3.7×1014 dyne-cm) microearthquake generates
volume changes of 31 cm3 and 58 cm3, respectively. If we assume a seismicity rate of 243
microearthquakes per day (as observed at the beginning of the experiment before one of
the instruments failed) then we obtain an annual volume change of between 27 m3 to 51
m3. The total volume of anhydrite within the active TAG deposit has been estimated to be
2×104 m3 [Tivey et al., 1998], such that it would take between 391 to 727 years to
precipitate all the anhydrite in the deposit based on our estimated precipitation rates.
We can use these precipitation rate estimates to constrain the amount of heat and the
volume of fluid required for anhydrite deposition. Assuming a precipitation rate (𝑟!"! )
of ~0.0143 mol anhydrite per kilogram of fluid [Tivey et al., 1998] and a molar volume
𝑉!"!   of 4.6×10!! m!   mol!!   [Robie and Hemingway, 1995], first we determine the
volume of entrained seawater required to match our rate estimates of anhydrite deposition
𝑅!"! between 27 m3 to 51 m3 per year. After converting our estimated rate of
anhydrite deposition to units of m3 s-1, the rate of seawater entrainment, 𝑟!" , required to
precipitate the anhydrite is
𝑟!" = 𝑅!!! 𝑟!"! 𝑉!"!

!!

  , (7)

which comes to an entrainment rate of 1.3 to 2.5 kg s-1 of seawater, on the order of  10! kg
of seawater per year. By comparison, the mass of hydrothermal fluid feeding the Black
Smoker Complex is on the order of 10! kg per year assuming that the Black Smoker
operates at about 100 kg s-1 [Hannington et al., 1998]. The estimated volume of
seawater entrained is ~1% of the flux of hydrothermal fluids through the Black Smoker
Complex.
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We also use our precipitation rate estimates to constrain the heat flux required for
anhydrite deposition. Following Tivey et al., [1998], if we entrain seawater at a rate
(𝑟!" )  of 1.3 to 2.5 kg s-1, then the heat flux (H) required to heat seawater from 2° to
160°C or even 350°C, the precipitation temperature of anhydrite, is
𝐻 = 𝑟!" 𝑐!" 𝛥𝑇 (8)
where 𝑐!" is the average heat capacity of seawater at 400 bars (𝑐!" =4100 J kg-1 K-1 )
[Bischoff and Rosenbauer, 1985]. The heat flux required to deposit our estimated volume
of anhydrite is 0.8 to 3.6 MW, less than 1% of the ~1 GW total heat flux of the TAG
active mound [Wichers, 2005].

6.4 Implications of reaction-driven cracking in the TAG active mound subsurface
The seismogenic zone of non-double couple microearthquakes is a narrow and shallow
area arcing along the south and west sides of the TAG active mound. The spatial
distribution of earthquakes suggests that seismicity illuminates an area of dilatant
cracking driven by intense mineral precipitation which we infer to be the result of
convective and conductive heating of entrained seawater (Figure 14B). Seismicity is
offset from the center of the hydrothermal upflow zone under the Black Smoker
Complex, presumably the highest thermal gradient and thermal stresses in the mound.
The seismicity does not align with dominant through-going fault orientations (Figure 14),
suggesting that regional stresses have little influence on focusing secondary recharge.
The occurrence of microearthquakes randomly in time also suggests an interconnected
hydraulic system, which is expected in the highly permeable shallow crust.
Measurements of conductive heat flow on the west side of the sulfide rubble plateau that
surrounds the Black Smoker Complex showed an area of very low heat flow 20-50 m in
1994 (Figure 14A) [Becker et al., 1996] supporting a region of local seawater
entrainment west of the black smokers. Three-dimensional modeling of on-bottom
gravity measurements show that the sulfide mound has a sharp change in thickness near
the center of the mound from 50 m to the north to 10 m to the south [Evans, 1996]. The
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non-uniform distribution of inferred secondary recharge and seawater entrainment that
we observe may be influenced by the asymmetry of the deposit.
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Figure 1. A) Area map of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 26°N and the TAG hydrothermal
field [Jones, 2003; Bird, 2003]. B) Bathymetry of the TAG segment with
microearthquake epicenters (black dots) depicting a dome-shaped detachment fault
[deMartin et al., 2007]. Its extensional hanging wall hosts relict and active hydrothermal
mounds [Tivey et al., 2003]. The locations of relict and shimmering hydrothermal
mounds are marked by black and white circles, respectively, and the TAG active mound
is at the white star.
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Figure 2. Microbathymetry of the TAG active mound [White et al., 1998; Roman
and Singh, 2007]. The surface expression of the ~200 m diameter mound is indicated
by the outermost dashed white circle. High-temperature discharge (>360°C) during
the time period of the STAG experiment was focused at the Black Smoker Complex
(BSC), whereas low-temperature (<100°C) discharge was observed at discrete
locations across the upper terrace [Sohn, 2007a]. Locations of the 5 OBSs on the
periphery of the mound are denoted by triangles. STIR-12 (black triangle) failed 77
days into the experiment. Local fault/fissure orientations show great variation
[Bohnenstiehl and Kleinrock, 2000].
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Figure 3. Cumulative event count in time for events arriving on four or more OBSs (n =
32,078 events). Event rate is 243 events per day prior to the failure of STIR-12 77 days
into the study, at which time event rate decreases to 128 events per day. Whale noise in
the area begins in November, masking some microearthquake events and decreasing the
observed event rate to 97 events per day.
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Figure 4. Multitaper spectral estimates (NW=5) of (A) the microearthquake catalog as a
point process (10 minute bins), (B) pressure gauge data, and (C) predicted solid earth tide
loading show a lack of tidal influence on the microearthquake catalog. Major tidal
constituents (e.g. O1, K1, M2, S2, MK3, M4) are labeled in blue lines [Foreman, 1977].
There are no highly coherent periodicities (with threshold C2 > 0.6) between the (D)
microearthquake catalog and pressure gauge data nor between the (E) microearthquake
catalog and solid earth tide. Most coherences fall below the 95% level of significance
denoted by a red line (i.e. coherences are not significantly higher than zero).
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Figure 5. Magnitude histogram of 6,207 events with hypocenter estimate root mean
square errors less than 20 ms. Mean magnitude is -0.95 and mean log-moment is 14.57
(log dyne cm).
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Figure 6. Waveforms and spectra of 3 microearthquake events. Event waveforms are
from vertical channels of the 5 OBSs and have different velocity scales to better convey
the diversity of waveforms across the network. Event power spectral density, which is
calculated using the multi-taper method with NW=4, is shown for each waveform. Events
have single-phase arrivals and very different waveforms across the network suggestive of
non-double couple sources whose paths are affected by local scattering. See Figures 8
and 9 for estimated hypocenters (labeled EX1, EX2, and EX3).
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Figure 7. RMS histogram shows the 17,487 events arriving on four or more OBSs with
hypocenter estimate root mean square (RMS) errors less than 200 milliseconds. Epicenter
and hypocenter maps depict the 6,207 events with hypocenter estimates with RMS errors
less than 20 ms (dashed white line).
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Figure 8. A) Bathymetric map of 6,207 epicenters with average 1-σ confidence ellipses
(+/- ~400m). Depth sections (no vertical exaggeration) across (B) a west-to-east plane
and (C) a south-to-north plane show the shallow extent of event hypocenters, which
cluster in a cloud in the top 125 m of crust (blue dashed lines). Hypocenter and epicenter
locations of example events (Figure 6) are labeled EX1, EX2, and EX3.
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Figure 9. A) Bathymetric map of 6,207 epicenters after collapse along their confidence
ellipses [e.g. Jones and Stewart, 1997]. Depth sections (no vertical exaggeration) across
(B) a west-to-east plane and (C) a south-to-north plane show the shallow extent of event
hypocenters, which cluster in a cloud in the top 125 m of crust (blue dashed lines).
Hypocenter and epicenter locations of example events (Figure 6) are labeled EX1, EX2,
and EX3.
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Figure 10. Density map of 6,207 epicenters prior to applying the collapsing method.
Note that the results of the collapsing method (Figure 9) serve to highlight the zone of
densest seismicity on the south and west flanks of the mound.
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Figure 11. A) A photograph and (B) sketch of a massive to semi-massive, brecciated
pyrite associated with vein-related, pyrite-anhydrite breccias collected on ODP Leg 158,
Hole 975C (158-957C-11N-2) (Figure 16 of Humphris et al., [1996]). Angular clasts of
fine-grained, massive pyrite occur along the edges of the anhydrite veins and are
extensively fractured. The section is collected from ~33 mbsf drilled from the upper
terrace ~ 20 m southeast of the Black Smoker Complex.
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Figure 12. A) Body force representation for a mode I crack opening. Expansion is
illustrated in the vertical direction. However no preferred orientation was clear from
orientations of veins in drill cores, which had dips ranging from 0° to 90° [Humphris et
al., 1996]. B) Diagram of a crack opening under tension in stockwork.

Figure 13. A plot of the stress drop and source volume required to generate
microearthquakes of the range of moments observed (i.e. 1013-1016 dyne-cm) in altered
basalt. The dashed red lines mark confining pressure at 39 MPa and differential pressure
at 2.6 MPa.
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Figure 14. A depth section of 2,415 events located in a 200 m wide plane cutting north to
south through the center of the TAG active mound shows a seismogenic zone focused to
the south of the deposit and < 150 m below the seafloor. Many hypocenters lie within the
anhydrite-rich zone and anhydrite-veined alteration zones of the TAG active mound
[Humphris et al., 1995; Alt and Teagle, 1998]. A well-defined horizontal band of
seismicity that likely marks a zone of reaction-driven cracking where secondary
circulation recharge fuels the most intense anhydrite deposition. Comment about heat
source
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Chapter 4: Statistical assessment of the correlation between
microearthquake activity and exit-fluid temperatures at the TransAtlantic Geotraverse active mound, Mid-Atlantic Ridge (26°08’N)
Abstract
We use statistical methods to assess the impact of microearthquake activity on exit-fluid
temperatures at the Trans-Atlantic Geotraverse active mound. Two microearthquake
catalogs are derived from a 9-month deployment of ocean bottom seismometers at the
TAG segment of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge during which exit-fluid temperature records
were measured at discrete discharge sites on the upper terrace of the active mound. The
‘segment-scale’ catalog contains microearthquakes associated with detachment and
antithetic normal faulting events. The ‘mound-scale’ catalog contains microearthquakes
local to the TAG active mound and intrinsic to hydrothermal processes. We test for
coherent frequencies between the catalogs and each temperature record and find coherent
frequencies (C2>0.5) between the mound-scale microearthquake catalog and seven of ten
temperature probes. The microearthquake catalogs are not perfectly Poissonian point
processes (i.e. coefficents of variation > 1), so we use a Rotation Test, which preserves
the internal temporal structure of the microearthquake catalogs, to test whether mean exit
fluid venting temperatures are significantly higher following microearthquake events.
We find that 2 out of 20 temperature probe-channels show significantly higher mean
temperatures (95% level of significance) following mound-scale microearthquakes, but
results are different on two channels of the same probes and therefore cannot
conclusively show feedbacks between subsurface seismicity and venting at those sites.
Results of initial tests suggest that more refined methods may be necessary to define
spatial and temporal relationships between subsurface cracking and hydraulic pathways
to surface vents.
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1. Introduction
Studies at deep-sea hydrothermal vents and geothermal sites on land have shown that
seismic activity can affect hydrothermal flow by perturbing the thermal state and/or
permeability structure of the local crust [Aki et al., 1982; Bame and Fehler, 1986;
Ferrazzini et al., 1990; Sohn et al., 1998; Johnson et al., 2000; Bianco et al., 2004; Davis
et al., 2004; Foulger et al., 2004; Wilcock, 2004; Cuenot et al., 2006]. While these
observations provide intriguing evidence for seismic perturbation of hydrothermal flow,
the extent to which they may be generalized is not clear. We do not yet understand how
earthquake characteristics (e.g., size, location, source mechanism) contribute to
hydrothermal perturbations, nor do we understand the role of local hydrogeology in the
perturbation process(es). One way to assess these issues is with rigorous statistical
analyses of hydrothermal flow records and contemporaneous earthquake catalogs to
examine relationships in a universal framework.
Long-term flow records for deep-sea hydrothermal vents are relatively scarce owing to
the logistical difficulties and expense associated with making these measurements. In the
past decade, however, several observatory-style experiments providing concurrent
measurements of local seismicity and hydrothermal exit-fluid temperatures have been
conducted [Sohn et al., 1998; deMartin et al., 2007; Sohn, 2007a,b; Van Ark et al., 2007],
and these data provide an excellent opportunity to assess the statistical correlation
between flow records and earthquake catalogs. Here we focus on data acquired from the
TAG active mound on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR, 26°N) during the Seismicity and
Fluid Flow of the TAG Hydrothermal Mound (STAG) experiment from 2003-2004. The
experiment consisted of concurrent deployments of thirteen ocean bottom seismometers
(OBSs), a seafloor pressure gauge, eight high-temperature probes, and twelve lowtemperature probes. Data acquired included concurrent catalogs of microearthquake data
on both the scale of the segment and the scale of the hydrothermal mound, a year-long
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record of seafloor pressure, and year-long records of exit fluid temperatures at lowtemperature and high-temperature venting orifices on the surface of the TAG mound.

2. Hydrothermal Flow Records from the TAG Active Mound
The TAG active mound is a ~200 m diameter, ~50 m tall massive sulfide deposit that
discharges hydrothermal fluids in excess of 360°C from a Black Smoker Complex
(B.S.C.) of chimneys at the top of the mound, and diffuse, lower temperature (< 100°C)
fluids from numerous discrete orifices/cracks on the mound’s upper terrace [Campbell et
al., 1988; Humphris et al., 1995; Tivey et al., 1995; Becker et al., 1996]. On the basis of
geochronological studies, high temperature venting at the TAG active mound is thought
to have begun roughly 20,000 - 50,000 years ago [Lalou et al., 1990, 1993, 1998]. The
geochronological data indicate that the mound has experienced discrete pulses of activity
every 5,000-6,000 years, with quiescent periods in between. Cooling of the mound during
quiescence leads to dissolution of anhydrite, mass wasting, and extensive reworking of
the sulfides [Humphris et al., 1995]. The most recent pulse of activity is believed to have
begun ~90 years ago [Lalou et al., 1998; You and Bickle, 1998].
Exit fluid temperatures were measured every 8 min (on low-temperature probes) or 10
min (on high-temperature probes) from 17 sites distributed across the upper terrace of the
mound from June 2003 to June 2004 [Sohn, 2007a]. High-temperature records were
obtained using Deep Sea Power and Light SeaLogger probes deployed in fractures
discharging ~360°C black smoker fluids, and low-temperature records were obtained
using VEMCO Ltd. Minilog probes deployed in cracks discharging ~20°C diffuse flow
fluids. All (7) of the high-temperature records are clipped (low, < 150°C) for extended
periods of time during the experiment, and are therefore unsuitable for correlative
analyses with earthquake catalogs. The ten low-temperature records, however, provide
continuous data for the 12-month observation period (Figure 1) with only brief periods of
clipping (high, > 60°C) on a few of the probes (L1, L2, L4, and L7) (Figure 2). Each lowtemperature probe was equipped with two sensors placed a few cm apart yielding two
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separate records for each station, thereby providing redundancy in case of sensor failure
and the capability to measure fine-scale spatial discharge variations. In our analyses, we
treat each probe channel as a separate record, such that we have 2x10=20 individual
temperature records to test against the earthquake catalogs.
The diffuse flow records exhibit a complex mix of episodic and harmonic variability with
little apparent temporal correlation between records from different sites [Sohn, 2007a,b].
The temperature records form highly skewed, long-tailed, and multi-peaked empirical
distributions that have been modeled as mixtures of Gamma densities [Sohn, 2007b].
Individual temperature records exhibit strong serial correlations, with the records
commonly alternating between background bottom water temperatures indicative of noflow or possibly recharge and higher temperatures indicative of discharge. These
characteristics led Sohn [2007b] to model the records as Hidden Markov Processes with
three to five flow states, and to hypothesize that the processes triggering flow
perturbations occur at very shallow depths within the mound.

3. Microearthquake Catalogs
In June 2003, a network of 13 ocean bottom seismometers (OBSs) was deployed on the
TAG segment of the MAR (Figure 3) as part of the STAG Experiment. The OBSs
recorded continuous data at 100 Hz on 4 channels (3 component, 4.5 Hz natural
frequency geophone + hydrophone) from June, 2003 to February, 2004, corresponding to
the first ~9 months of the exit-fluid temperature records. The network consisted of three
rings of instruments centered on the active TAG mound: a 7 x 7 km array of four OBSs
and a 2 x 2 km array of four OBSs (‘segment-scale’ network), and a 200 m diameter
array of five OBSs deployed on the periphery of the TAG active mound (‘mound-scale’
subnetwork) (Figure 2).
Two microearthquake catalogs have been derived from the OBS data. deMartin et al.
[2007] generated a catalog of 19,232 regional microearthquakes that were recorded by all
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of the OBSs in the network (Figure 3B). These events, with local magnitudes ranging
from 1 ≤ 𝑀! ≤4, represent tectonic extension on the active detachment fault and the
deforming fault footwall. More recently, Pontbriand and Sohn [submitted] generated a
catalog of 32,078 microearthquakes that were only recorded by the mound-scale subnetwork. These events, with local magnitudes of -1.4 ≤ 𝑀! ≤0.5, cluster along two linear
trends that intersect near the southwest corner of the active mound (Figure 3C), and are
believed to represent cracking generated by anhydrite deposition in the secondary
circulation system. The two catalogs are complementary in that the regional events are
associated with segment-scale tectonic extension whereas the local events are associated
with mound-scale fluid flow and mineral deposition.
Both microearthquake catalogs exhibit relatively steady seismicity rates with no apparent
mainshock-aftershock behavior. The segment-scale catalog has a rate of ~88 events/day,
corresponding to a mean inter-event time of 17.5 min, whereas the mound-scale catalog
has a rate of ~243 events/day (until the detection threshold increases as a result of
instrument failure), corresponding to a mean inter-event time of 10.3 min (Figure 4). The
tendency for earthquakes to cluster in time is described by the coefficient of variation
(𝐶! ) [Kagan and Jackson, 1991], which is the standard deviation of inter-event times
divided by the mean inter-event time. If the temporal behavior is completely random (i.e.,
Poisson process) the coefficient of variation takes a value of one. If the events cluster in
time the coefficient of variation will be greater than one, while by contrast if the events
occur periodically, the coefficient of variation approaches zero. Coefficients of variation
for the segment-scale and mound-scale catalogs are 2.42 and 1.25, respectively,
indicating that both catalogs exhibit statistically significant clustering in time. The interevent times of mound-scale events are much shorter, as we would expect from
magnitude-rate models [e.g. Ogata, 1988], with maximum inter-event times an order of
magnitude shorter than those of the segment-scale catalog (~4 hours vs ~40 hours). Interevent times from neither catalog fit an exponential distribution, providing additional
evidence that they cannot be modeled as a Poisson process.
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Loading from ocean and earth tides has been hypothesized to trigger microearthquake
activity at mid-ocean ridge hydrothermal fields [Tolstoy et al., 2002; Crone and Wilcock,
2005]. Both the segment-scale and mound-scale catalogs in this study have coefficients
of variation greater than one, arguing against perfectly periodic behavior as would be
expected from tidal triggering, but we use spectral methods to explicitly investigate
periodic behavior at tidal frequencies. We estimate the power spectral density of the
catalogs using the method of Brillinger [1974] wherein the point process is converted to a
continuous process by counting the number of events in discrete time windows. Each
catalog is binned on the sampling time scale of the pressure gauge data (i.e. 10 min bins).
Power spectra for the mound-scale microearthquake catalog (Figure 5A) does not exhibit
peaks at any of the tidal frequencies, indicating that tidal loading does not play a
significant role in triggering microearthquakes associated with mound-scale fluid flow.
This result is reinforced by the lack of coherency between the catalog with concurrently
measured ocean tide data (bottom pressure) and predicted solid earth tides (Figure 5E,
Figure 5F). Power spectra for the segment-scale microearthquake catalog (Figure 5B)
exhibits a peaks at the M2 tidal constituent, indicating that tidal loading at the principal
lunar semi-diurnal tidal periodicity may play a role in triggering microearthquakes
associated with segment-scale deformation. This result is reinforced by the coherency
between the catalog with the predicted solid earth tide (Figure 5H), but is not present in
the comparison between the segment-scale catalog and pressure gauge data (Figure 5E).
Coherence at M2 is robust to higher levels of spectral smoothing.

4. Statistical Tests and Initial Results
We use spectral statistical methods and a non-parametric rotation test to compare
segment-scale and mound-scale microearthquakes with exit-fluid temperature records to
assess potential feedbacks between microearthquakes and fluid flow. Here we focus on
temporal correlations, though spatiotemporal models may be possible in the future. Data
from each temperature probe channel are treated individually against the microearthquake
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catalogs, such that each observation site is tested twice (once for each channel). In order
to have ‘significant’ correlation at a given site we require significant correlations for both
channels on an exit fluid temperature probe.

4.1 Spectral coherence: Microearthquakes vs. exit fluid temperatures
We use a multi-taper spectral method to compare the spectral content of the
microearthquake catalogs and exit fluid temperature records. Results shown are robust
for both NW=3 and NW=5 levels of spectral smoothing, and coherences reported are
consistently high over frequency bands as opposed to at single frequencies. Earthquake
data are binned at the sample interval of the exit fluid records (8 minutes). Periods with
coherences greater than 0.5 (and significantly greater than zero , C 2 > 0, with 95%
confidence [Percival and Walden, 1993]) are found in Table 1 for the mound-scale
catalog.
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Table 1. A comparison of the mound-scale microearthquake catalog to each exit fluid
temperature probe shows that some coherent periods (C 2 > 0.5) exist on both probe
channels. Coherences reported are a result of multitaper spectral analysis with NW=3,
but results presented are robust at both NW=3 and NW=5 levels of smoothing.

Probe (vs. mound-scale

Period

catalog)

Coherence with

Coherence with

Channel 1 record

Channel 2 record

L1

19.1 min

0.67

0.65

L4

3.1 hours

0.71

0.78

1.1 hours

0.74

0.66

20.8 min

0.69

0.73

L5

1.2 days

0.50

0.92

L8

23.7 min

0.61

0.55

L9

55.2 min

0.62

0.75

L11

1.8 hours

0.76

0.77

38.9 min

0.57

0.56

21.3 min

0.51

0.51

1.5 hours

0.81

0.72

23.5 min

0.81

0.67

17.54 min

0.62

0.58

L12

Exit fluid probes that show consistent coherent periods with the mound-scale
microearthquake catalog on both channels are L1 (Figure 6), L4 (Figure 7), L5 (Figure
8), L8 (Figure 9), L9 (Figure 10), L11 (Figure 11), and L12 (Figure 12). Interpretation of
periodicities is difficult, though coherent periods in the range of 19-24 min are seen on
L1, L4, L8, L11, and L12. Only L5 shows a coherent period on the length scale of a day,
at 1.2 days, which is slightly longer than the period of O1, the lunar diurnal tidal
constituent.
A comparison of the segment-scale microearthquake catalog to each exit fluid
temperature probe finds that no coherent periods (C 2 > 0.5) exist on both probe
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channels. However one probe, L11, shows a small level of coherence (C 2 = 0.4) with
the segment-scale catalog at a period 12.4 hours, the lunar semidiurnal tidal period. This
is in agreement with the observation of coherency between the segment-scale catalog and
the predicted solid earth tide at M2. The exit fluid temperature record on probe L11 has
been shown to have a strong spectral peak at M2 [Sohn, 2007a].

4.2 Nonparametric rotation test for behavioral point process data
Suppose that microearthquake events are observed over a period (0,T) where in this case
T is 9 months from the start of the experiment. We have discussed how the
microearthquake catalogs contain clustering, so assumptions of Poissonian point
processes are not valid when correlating the catalogs to exit fluid temperature records. In
order to make this comparison, we use a rotation test that preserves the interevent times
of the microearthquake events, but “randomizes” the start time of the entire catalog with
respect to the exit fluid temperature catalog. In this test microearthquake events are
treated as having no duration. This approximation is reasonable because the duration of
events (~1 sec) is small in relation to the interval over which we are looking for effects in
temperature (8 -64 minutes). A point of consideration is whether randomly selected time
windows will contain an earthquake and thus be un-representative of “non-event” exit
fluid temperatures. If this consideration is factual, we would expect to always accept the
null hypothesis that there is no significant difference in exit fluid temperatures following
microearthquakes and a randomly generated distribution of mean exit fluid temperatures.
However, we find that this is not the case so time windows up to 64 minutes appear
appropriate for gauging the responsiveness of venting temperatures to microearthquakes.
The procedure of this test is to randomly “rotate” times of microearthquakes to form a
distribution of mean temperatures, thereby preserving the internal structure of the
microearthquake catalog [Deruiter and Solow, 2008].
First we determine the optimal time window following an earthquake event over which
exit fluid temperature is maximized. We do so by finding the length of the time window
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that maximizes the average exit fluid temperature following all the microearthquake
events in the catalog. Then we randomly rotate the times of the microearthquake events,
determine the optimal time delay, and calculate the mean temperature at these times [c.f.
Deruiter and Solow, 2008]. We repeat this procedure 1000 times to approximate the
distribution of mean exit fluid temperature. Finally, we test whether the mean exit fluid
temperature following earthquake events is significantly higher than that of the
bootstrapped distribution using a non-parametric rank test. This test is repeated for each
exit fluid temperature probe record.
Test hypotheses:
H0: Mean exit fluid temperature following earthquake events is not statistically different
from background temperature fluctuations.
H1: Mean exit fluid temperature is significantly higher following microearthquake events.
Test statistic:
Nonparametric rank test statistic at 95% confidence level (one-sided test).
If mean exit fluid temperature following earthquakes is greater than the test statistic, we
reject H0.
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Table 3. Results of rotation test between the mound-scale microearthquake catalog
and exit fluid temperature records. If we reject the null hypothesis, then mean exit
fluid temperature is significantly higher following mound-scale microearthquake events.
If we do not reject the null hypothesis, then mean exit fluid temperatures are not
significantly higher following mound-scale microearthquakes.

Temp.
Probe

L1-Chan1
L1-Chan2
L2-Chan1
L2-Chan2
L4-Chan1
L4-Chan2
L5-Chan1
L5-Chan2
L6-Chan1
L6-Chan2
L7-Chan1
L7-Chan2
L8-Chan1
L8-Chan2
L9-Chan1
L9-Chan2
L11Chan1
L11Chan2
L12Chan1
L12Chan2

Optimal
time
window
(min)
48
8
64
56
8
8
64
8
32
64
64
8
16
24
40
48
64

Mean temp.
following
earthquakes
(°C)
3.718
3.970
8.864
14.613
14.488
7.563
5.079
5.929
4.974
6.556
34.799
40.022
16.367
12.890
4.416
4.394
6.870

Confidence
level

Bootstrap
samples

Critical
value (°C)

Conclusion

95%
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

607
800
129
1000
413
1000
202
67
134
73
99
178
54
70
116
142
53

3.720
3.974
8.929
14.550
14.522
7.512
5.089
5.935
4.975
6.558
34.821
40.054
16.371
13.121
4.417
4.450
6.909

Do not reject H0
Do not reject H0
Do not reject H0
Reject H0
Do not reject H0
Reject H0
Do not reject H0
Do not reject H0
Do not reject H0
Do not reject H0
Do not reject H0
Do not reject H0
Do not reject H0
Do not reject H0
Do not reject H0
Do not reject H0
Do not reject H0

64

6.812

“

215

3.477

Do not reject H0

48

3.460

“

441

3.618

Do not reject H0

48

3.418

“

210

3.421

Do not reject H0
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When accounting for inter-event time structure of the mound-scale microearthquake
catalog, only tests on L2-Channel 2 and L4-Channel 2 (Figure 13) find significantly
higher mean exit fluid temperatures following mound-scale microearthquake events. We
do not see similar behavior on both channels of these two probes.
There is also a possible model in which microearthquakes increase permeability and
amounts of entrained seawater, thereby lowering exit fluid temperatures. The rotation
test method is repeated to look for evidence of significantly lower temperatures following
microearthquakes. Results (Table 4) show no evidence of lower temperatures on any of
the exit temperature probes following local microearthquakes.
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Table 4. Results of rotation test #2 between the mound-scale microearthquake
catalog and exit fluid temperature records. If we reject the null hypothesis, then mean
exit fluid temperature is significantly lower following mound-scale microearthquake
events. If we do not reject the null hypothesis, then mean exit fluid temperatures are not
significantly lower following mound-scale microearthquakes.

Temp. Probe

Optimal

Mean temp.

Confidence

Critical

time

following

level

value (°C)

window

earthquakes

(min)

(°C)

L1-Chan1

16

3.715

95%

3.309

Do not reject H0

L1-Chan2

64

3.965

“

3.536

Do not reject H0

L2-Chan1

16

8.860

“

8.350

Do not reject H0

L2-Chan2

40

14.606

“

9.305

Do not reject H0

L4-Chan1

64

14.477

“

7.608

Do not reject H0

L4-Chan2

64

7.558

“

4.438

Do not reject H0

L5-Chan1

24

5.075

“

4.830

Do not reject H0

L5-Chan2

40

5.923

“

5.922

Do not reject H0

L6-Chan1

8

4.971

“

4.762

Do not reject H0

L6-Chan2

8

6.551

“

6.551

Do not reject H0

L7-Chan1

8

34.776

“

34.142

Do not reject H0

L7-Chan2

32

40.007

“

37.366

Do not reject H0

L8-Chan1

8

16.364

“

16.363

Do not reject H0

L8-Chan2

8

12.885

“

12.879

Do not reject H0

L9-Chan1

8

4.415

“

4.192

Do not reject H0

L9-Chan2

16

4.391

“

4.115

Do not reject H0

L11-Chan1

24

6.862

“

6.851

Do not reject H0

L11-Chan2

24

6.804

“

6.803

Do not reject H0

L12-Chan1

16

3.458

“

3.064

Do not reject H0

L12-Chan2

8

3.416

“

3.054

Do not reject H0
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Conclusion

In a similar comparison of the segment-scale microearthquake catalog to each exit fluid
temperature probe, each rotation test concluded that accept the null hypothesis. In other
words, no exit fluid temperature probes appeared to record significantly higher
temperatures following segment-scale earthquakes.

Discussion
Given the results of spectral analysis and coherence measurements between the moundscale microearthquake catalog and exit fluid temperature records, we suggest that exit
fluid temperatures may experience some feedbacks from microearthquakes, which we
suggest are caused by the opening of fluid flow pathways in response to reaction-driven
cracking of veins of anhydrite deposition. Interpretation of coherent periodicities is
difficult, though coherent periods in the range of 19-24 min are seen on both channels of
five temperature probes (L1, L4, L8, L11, and L12). Similarly short periods of 22 min,
26.5 min, 33.4 min, 37.7 min, 53.2 min, and 90 min are evident in pressure gauge data
recorded near the TAG active mound. Periods in pressure gauge data are interpreted to
represent vertical motion of the seafloor in response to hydrothermal flow – similar to
ground surface deformation at terrestrial geysers [c.f. Sohn et al., 2009]. Perhaps a related
process, such as a pressure cycle associated with flux of fluid or heat into the subsurface
of the hydrothermal mound, may influence the mound-scale microearthquakes, exit fluid
temperatures, and pressure gauge data, but much more detailed analysis is required to
better understand correlations in the dataset. Although two probe-channels at different
sites find significantly higher mean exit fluid temperatures following mound-scale
microearthquakes, the rotation tests fail to find any sites where both probe channels test
‘positive’ against the catalog, suggesting that the mound-scale catalog as a whole did not
have a measurable impact on the discharge temperatures that we measured. Considering
the complex hydraulic structure and wide spatial distribution of mound-scale
microearthquakes with respect to the temperature probes, finding a response in
temperature on only two probes for the rotation test is a significant discovery of signal in
the noise. More refined comparisons of the spatiotemporal behavior of exit fluid
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temperatures and shallow mound-scale microearthquakes is warranted (e.g. comparison
to state changes in HMMs).
Tidal signals are apparent in the variability of exit fluid temperatures and in the segmentscale microearthquake catalog (as M2). The mound-scale microearthquake catalogs lack
coherence with major tidal constituents, however. Thus tidal loading appears to
contribute to regional fault failure on a lunar semidiurnal period, but does not affect the
timing of dilatant fracture opening. No other notable correlations are found between the
segment-scale microearthquakes and exit fluid venting temperatures at the TAG active
mound.
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Figure 1. Low-temperature exit fluid temperature records displayed clockwise around the mound starting
with probe L12 in the ODP 6 depression. Two records are shown for each probe (left). Time series data and
(right) data histograms. The y-axis of the histograms represents normalized frequency, which is the number
of observations in each data bin divided by the total number of observations (data are binned in digitization
bins of the data loggers). Many of the records contained large fractions of measurements in the first few
data bins corresponding to background water column temperature levels (>2.7°C), and in such cases a
small y axis interval of 0–0.1 is retained to bring out the details of the histogram shape, but the fraction of
observations in the background temperature bins is explicitly listed (e.g., the two probes at site L12
returned background temperature measurements 45% and 56% of the time, respectively.
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Figure 2. Bathymetry of the area surrounding the TAG active mound [Roman and Singh,
2007]. The active hydrothermal deposit (white dashed circle labeled MOUND) is the 200
m diameter feature with two terraces surrounded by 5 OBSs of the mound-scale network
(triangles). STIR-12 (black triangle) failed 77 days into the experiment. The main
chimney, or Black Smoker Complex (B.S.C.) sits atop the upper terrace within the small
dashed white circle. Ten low temperature probes (black circles) are deployed on the
upper terrace of the sulfide deposit.
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Figure 3. (A) Area map of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 26°N and the TAG hydrothermal
field. (B) Bathymetry of the TAG segment with microearthquake epicenters (black dots)
detected on the segment-scale network depicting a dome-shaped detachment fault and
antithetic normal faults [deMartin et al., 2007]. The extensional hanging wall hosts relict
and active hydrothermal mounds [Tivey et al., 2003]. The locations of relict and
shimmering hydrothermal mounds are marked by black and white circles, respectively,
and the TAG active mound is at the white star. (C) Bathymetric map of 6,207 epicenters
detected on the mound-scale network locate in a seismogenic zone focused to the
southwest of the deposit and < 150 m below the seafloor. Many hypocenters lie within
the anhydrite-rich zone and anhydrite-veined alteration zones of the TAG active mound
[Humphris et al., 1995; Alt and Teagle, 1998].
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Figure 4. Cumulative event count in time for mound-scale events (blue, n = 32,078
events) and segment-scale events (red, n = 19,827 events). Mound-scale event rate is 243
events per day prior to the failure of STIR-12 77 days into the study, at which time event
rate decreases to 128 events per day. Average segment-scale event rate is 80 events per
day. Whale noise in the area begins in November, masking some microearthquake events
and decreasing the observed mound-scale event rate to 97 events per day.
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Figure 5. Normalized multitaper spectral estimates (NW=5) of the (A) mound-scale catalog, (B) segmentscale catalog, (C) pressure gauge data, and (D) solid earth tidal prediction at tidal periods. Coherences of
the (E) mound-scale catalog vs pressure gauge data, (F) mound-scale catalog vs solid earth tides show little
coherent frequencies at tidal periods. Major tidal constituents (e.g. O1, K1, M2, S2, MK3, M4) are labeled in
blue lines [Foreman, 1977]. Coherence at tidal periodicity is evident between the segment-scale
microearthquakes and the solid earth tides at M2, the principal lunar semi-diurnal tide.
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Figure 6. The mound-scale microearthquake catalog as a point process (8 minute bins)
and exit fluid temperature record for both channels of probe L1 are shown below. The
coherence plots (at NW=3) between each probe channel and the mound-scale catalog
show the 19 min period at which significant coherence exists between both probes and
the catalog (orange line). Results shown are robust to spectral smoothing level. The zero
significance level for coherence (𝐶 ! > 0    with 95% confidence) is depicted as a grey line.
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Figure 7. The mound-scale microearthquake catalog as a point process (8 minute bins)
and exit fluid temperature record for both channels of probe L4 are shown below. The
coherence plots (at NW=3) between each probe channel and the mound-scale catalog
show 3.1 hour, 1.1 hour, and 20.8 min periods at which significant coherences exist
between both probes and the catalog (orange lines). Results shown are robust to spectral
smoothing level. The zero significance level for coherence (𝐶 ! > 0    with 95%
confidence) is depicted as a grey line.
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Figure 8. The mound-scale microearthquake catalog as a point process (8 minute bins)
and exit fluid temperature record for both channels of probe L5 are shown below. The
coherence plots (at NW=3) between each probe channel and the mound-scale catalog
show the 1.2 day period at which significant coherence exists between both probes and
the catalog (orange line). Probe L5 is the only site where a longer coherent period is
measured, and the 1.2 day period is slightly longer than the lunar diurnal tidal constituent
(O1). Results shown are robust to spectral smoothing level. The zero significance level
for coherence (𝐶 ! > 0    with 95% confidence) is depicted as a grey line.
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Figure 9. The mound-scale microearthquake catalog as a point process (8 minute bins)
and exit fluid temperature record for both channels of probe L8 are shown below. The
coherence plots (at NW=3) between each probe channel and the mound-scale catalog
show the 23.7 min period at which significant coherence exists between both probes and
the catalog (orange line). Results shown are robust to spectral smoothing level. The zero
significance level for coherence (𝐶 ! > 0    with 95% confidence) is depicted as a grey line.
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Figure 10. The mound-scale microearthquake catalog as a point process (8 minute bins)
and exit fluid temperature record for both channels of probe L9 are shown below. The
coherence plots (at NW=3) between each probe channel and the mound-scale catalog
show the period of 55.2 min at which significant coherence exists between both probes
and the catalog (orange line). Results shown are robust to spectral smoothing level. The
zero significance level for coherence (𝐶 ! > 0    with 95% confidence) is depicted as a grey
line.
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Figure 11. The mound-scale microearthquake catalog as a point process (8 minute bins)
and exit fluid temperature record for both channels of probe L11 are shown below. The
coherence plots (at NW=3) between each probe channel and the mound-scale catalog
show periods of 1.8 hours, 38.9 min, and 21.3 min at which significant coherences exist
between both probes and the catalog (orange lines). Results shown are robust to spectral
smoothing level. The zero significance level for coherence (𝐶 ! > 0    with 95%
confidence) is depicted as a grey line.
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Figure 12. The mound-scale microearthquake catalog as a point process (8 minute bins)
and exit fluid temperature record for both channels of probe L12 are shown below. The
coherence plots (at NW=3) between each probe channel and the mound-scale catalog
show periods of 1.5 hours, 23.5 min, and 17.5 min at which significant coherences exist
between both probes and the catalog (orange lines). Results shown are robust to spectral
smoothing level. The zero significance level for coherence (𝐶 ! > 0    with 95%
confidence) is depicted as a grey line.
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Figure 13. Rotation test distributions (n=1000) for (A) L2- Channel 2 and (B) L4Channel 2 compared to the mound-scale microearthquake catalog. Both tests reject the
null hypothesis and conclude that mean exit fluid temperature (°C) is significantly higher
following mound-scale microearthquake events.
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